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Maybe it is time to consider some prosperous nostalgia to turn
to Art and the Artists with great eagerness to examine the
diversity and fairness within.
We cannot predict the future. Culture is a vital food for the
mind, a basin filled with matters and dreams resounding a
pressing need for sharing and exchange.
Man cannot live without imagination! If we think that the artists
are shaping the world and Art is letting out our "being" it is
prime to question our cravings. It is also necessary to submit
propositions to face major current transformations happening in the world. With the opening of this new season, the
Montresso Art Foundation wishes to focus on the way to rediscover ourselves, bulging our minds.
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In 2016, the Montresso Art Foundation inaugurates the Montresso Art Space, a place dedicated to
international contemporary creation, located in Marrakesh, a city that opens onto a world in motion and
gate of a vibrant and multiple Africa.
The space will reveal emerging as well as established artists on a land of contrast, with works that
resonates with the dialogues south / south and east /
west. The artistic line is limitless, open and protean.
The will is to see erecting a place of passage, interaction, questioning, discussion to help make Marrakesh
an art city with international dimension.
Each cultural season allows art lovers to discover
several exhibitions. The itinerant programme for
support to creation and diffusion IN-DISCIPLINE
marks the high point of the season. The Montresso
Art Space also hosts the presentation of the Montresso Collection, an event that provides an opportunity
to take each year a thematic look at the Foundation’s
permanent collection. Both are presented alternately
with exhibitions featuring internationally renowned
artists.
The Montresso Art Space also offers the possibility
to propose a inclusive cultural mediation through
educational programs and weekly guided visits.

Exhibitions
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in-disciplIne
Blackness

RERO is viewing writing as a thing that has to be
shared with others. While detaching himself from the
esthetically pleasing and subjective judgment, he
shapes his work outside rhetoric. Art is like a mirror,
and a way to say no to an elitist eye on the world.
RERO examines the topic of the tough wisdom of the
irrational man. He did a specific installation for the
show, where he sets forth an imaginary conversation
between contemporary writers such as Maya Angelou,
Albert Camus, Nassim Taleb, and ancient auteurs like
Michelangelo, Quintus Ennius, Seneca. Language games are emerging and the artist is deconstructing the
way language is commonly used. By doing so, RERO is
proposing various other meanings and a physical and
intellectual experience at the same time. No dogma at
all… His whole work is a process between stoicism and
wisdom.
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The fourth edition of the IN-DISCIPLINE program will highlight a
territory outside Africa for the first time, choosing to focus on
its diaspora. It will be about the concept of Blackness among the
African-American community, featuring artists from the South
of the United States, mainly in Atlanta, a city whose history is
deeply rooted with slavery.
Dr Fahamu Pecou will be the mentor of this upcoming edition.
He has a long-lasting fecund story with the Montresso Art
Foundation as he was previously involved in the Jardin Rouge
residency programme and some of his works are part of the
collection.
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For each season, the Montresso Art Foundation is willing to
bring out its collection thematically. Drawing will be in
the spotlight with an exhibition held at the art space of
the Foundation. The word drawing has different meanings, that is why this exhibition will encompass them
all, as well as presenting the various connections
artists do have with drawing.
The history of drawing is deeply connected with thought and
creation. The artist’s gesture has to combine spirit and
handiwork at the same time to make the existence of
the work of art possible. So it is not a single moment,
nor a single function of drawing that will be shown. The
Montresso Art Foundation is pleased to host a praise
for drawing.
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Eight studios allow to welcome nearly thirty artists
per cultural season, in a preserved enviroment,
conducive to experimentation and dialogue. Focused
on the theme of territories, Jardin Rouge is a creative laboratory in which artists benefit from research
time but also help with visibility. The artists residency Jardin Rouge is a meeting place between art and
its amateurs.
Presentations of projects are regularly organized
within the “Salle des casques”. The artists exchange,
discuss with the public, answer interviews with journalists, decipher their works with art critics. Some
of the works created by the artists during these residencies are offered to collectors Friends of the
Montresso Art Foundation. The funds raised in this
way, added to the Foundation’s endowments, are
used to finance the programmes and projects of
Jardin Rouge.

PRESENTATIONS OF RESIDENCE PROJECTS
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Created by the Montresso Art Foundation, the
artistic residency Jardin Rouge supports and accompanies for nearly ten years the research of
international artists.

ARMAND
BOUA

Ignacio Lobera chooses to focus on mythologies
and more specifically on the question of
guilt. While in residency at Jardin Rouge, he
will offer his interpretation of remote tales
and contemporary myths, mixing the reality
and the hypothetical, as well as the fairy tale
and the real life of the guilty party.
While exploring the various techniques of drawing,
he is reducing graphic elements at a
minimum: the line. Thanks to a typological
study of his subjects and an obsession to
find new ways for considering and exhibiting
the medium, Ignacio Lobera delivers a unique
work, a kind of shadow theatre.

jardin rouge
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Armand Boua sharpened his eye as an artist in
Abidjan, which is a capital city at the crossroads of urbanization and industrialization.
He transposes on canvas the street life
scenes from his own observations in the
Yopougon Maroc lively neighborhood.
His compositions distinguish themselves with
their specific texture, using tar and acrylic
on found materials. Each layer is then ripped
off, revealing some abstract forms.

FEB.2022
MAR.2022

Roxane Daumas is a graduate of the Ecole Supérieure d'Art d'Aix-en-Provence. She enjoys
using different media, from photography to
painting and installation. Attentive to the curiosities that take place in our society, she
aims to underline the contrasts and inconsistencies of contemporary mutations and thus
questions territories in transition.
Terres Chimériques is a project that focuses on
the outskirts of the city of Marrakech. A few
collapsed adobe buildings stand next to immense serviced plots of land, left to await an
improbable future. Large arteries strewn with
lampposts criss-cross these spaces and
define a division of plots. The impact of time
and nature blurs the perspectives of these
territories. Although they outline an uncertain future, they already belong to the past.

MAY.2022
JUNE.2022
POES has been a regular guest at Jardin Rouge.
While working during his residencies, he
carries on making his paintings as small
stages depicting the reality, as well as his
own personal fantasies. He thus uses both
humor and irony to make his works some
imaginary tales.
He was brought up with comics and manga.
He regularly finds his inspiration in ancient
iconography in order to produce artworks
filled with anachronism. A playful and
wise answer as regards the surrounding
conformism.
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Contributing to the performative and public artistic tradition of Morocco is a will. In the continuity
of these narrated stories, the Montresso Art Foundation offers the viewer to seize another poetry,
sculptural, pictorial, ephemeral or monumental.
The Montresso Art Foundation is also involved
alongside institutional and associative partners in
major off-site projects. It establishes partnerships
with foreign galleries and participates in many international events, providing support and visibility to
the artists it believes in.
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1981

CREATION OF THE
MONTRESSO  ART FOUNDATION

Created in 1981, the Montresso Art Foundation was born
out of its founder’s unrivalled commitment to numerous
artists over more than thirty years. It thus fulfils a dream,
that of welcoming and seeing the growth of a collection of
modern and contemporary art oriented towards “met“ artists, with whom exchanges can be set up. As a teenager,
the founder met his mentor Pierre, with whom he rubbed
shoulders with René Char, approached Picasso, met Aimé
Maeght and many famous and anonymous artists, without
really understanding this chance. At a very young age, he
could thus organize exhibitions, participate in major events
and understand the importance of exchange. This meeting
helped him to start the extraordinary artistic adventure
that is today the Montresso project. The evidence has
emerged during these years, the desire to dedicate a place
to the creation, an artist residency, a creative laboratory
that will be Jardin Rouge.

2006

THE IMPETUS

The Montresso Art Foundation had the opportunity in
2006 to acquire an abandoned olive grove twenty kilometers from Marrakesh. The founder sees his ambition set,
creating a setting where he offers residents the means to
realize a personal project to assert themselves as visual artists, through a long-term support.

2009

THE FIRST ARTISTS
IN-RESIDENCE

Jardin Rouge is then a farm in reconstruction where artists
are welcomed informally. In summer 2009, the first guests
of the residence are of Russian origin: Vitaly Rusakov, Vitaly
Tsarenkov SY, Zmogk. All resonate with the patronage process that the founder had started in Russia a few years ago.
Until 2019, 4,500m2 of labyrinthine buildings will gradually
emerge from the ground to showcase the setting that is the
place today.
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2014

THE BIRTH OF
A CULTURAL SEASON

From April 2014, the Jardin Rouge team is implementing
a program of residences and events. Focused on the theme of territories, Behind the redwall is the first event that
took place at Jardin Rouge in May 2014 bringing together
about fifteen artists. More than twenty presentations of
residency projects have since been unveiled. At the same
time, the Montresso Art Foundation is developing off-site
projects in order to promote the work of the artists it supports in new territories, in the heart of the public space or in
partnership with Moroccan and foreign institutions.

2016

THE INAUGURATION OF
THE MONTRESSO  ART SPACE

The foundation inaugurated in 2016 the Montresso art
space with a retrospective of the work of the artist Gérard
Rancinan. With a modern architecture and clean lines, this
imposing exhibition space is entirely dedicated to a mise
en abîme of contemporary creation. The site unveils major
exhibitions and today allows the foundation to offer an inclusive cultural mediation through educational programs.
Guided tours are organized every week.

2021

A GLOBAL PLACE

The Montresso Foundation aims to build new buildings
that will complete the project which covers 11 hectares in
order to eventually welcome the public within the Montresso Art Space as well as in a future venue dedicated to the
presentation of the Montresso collection.
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